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Abstract. Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) are likelihood-
free Monte Carlo methods. ABC methods use a comparison between
simulated data, using different parameters drawn from a prior distri-
bution, and observed data. This comparison process is based on com-
puting a distance between the summary statistics from the simulated
data and the observed data. For complex models, it is usually difficult to
define a methodology for choosing or constructing the summary statis-
tics. Recently, a nonparametric ABC has been proposed, that uses a
dissimilarity measure between discrete distributions based on empirical
kernel embeddings as an alternative for summary statistics. The nonpara-
metric ABC outperforms other methods including ABC, kernel ABC or
synthetic likelihood ABC. However, it assumes that the probability dis-
tributions are discrete, and it is not robust when dealing with few obser-
vations. In this paper, we propose to apply kernel embeddings using a
sufficiently smooth density estimator or Parzen estimator for compar-
ing the empirical data distributions, and computing the ABC posterior.
Synthetic data and real data were used to test the Bayesian inference
of our method. We compare our method with respect to state-of-the-art
methods, and demonstrate that our method is a robust estimator of the
posterior distribution in terms of the number of observations.

1 Introduction

Many Bayesian applications use inference for nonlinear stochastic models, where
it is expensive or difficult to evaluate the likelihood; or the normalization con-
stant in Bayesian modelling is also intractable. Approximate Bayesian Compu-
tation (ABC) are likelihood-free Monte Carlo methods. ABC methods can be
employed to infer posterior distributions without having to evaluate likelihood
functions [16,17]. It simulates data from a model with different parameter values
and compare summary statistics of the simulated data with summary statistics
of the observed data. There are many problems associated to how to choose the
summary statistics with the goal of obtaining accepted samples. The choice of
these summaries is frequently not obvious [8] and in many cases it is difficult or
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impossible to construct a general method for finding such statistics [4]. Accord-
ing to [12], the selection of the summary statistics is an important stage in ABC
methods that is still an open question.

Different algorithms for choosing or constructing summary statistics have
been proposed in the literature. In the state-of-the-art, we can find linear regres-
sion [4]. Another option is to use a minimum entropy criterion for choosing the
summary statistics [2,3,11]. [12] propose a fully nonparametric ABC that avoids
to select manually the summary statistics, using kernel embeddings [5]; they
employ a two-step process: the first step is to compare the empirical data distri-
butions using dissimilarity distance based on Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces
(RKHS). This distance is determined by Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD),
which is denominated as γ2

k(P,Q)MMD. In the second stage, they use another
kernel that operates on probability measures. This nonparametric ABC outper-
forms other methods, ABC, kernel ABC or synthetic likelihood ABC, for more
details see [12]. However this nonparametric ABC assumes that the probability
distributions are discrete and is not robust when there are few observations.

In this paper, we propose a new metric for comparing two data distributions
in a RKHS with application to ABC simulation. The difference with respect to
Park et al. in [12] is the assumption that the probability density functions, for cor-
responding probability distributions in RKHS, are continuous probability func-
tions, estimated using an smoother density estimator or Parzen estimator. This
fact allows us to obtain a biased estimator of the dissimilarity distance between
two empirical data distribution P and Q that we denote by γ2

k(P,Q)Parzen and that
can be written as λf+(1−λ)γ2

k(P,Q)MMD, where f ∈ H (H is a Hilbert space), and
0 ≤ λ < 1. It is possible to demonstrate that our estimator presents a lower root
mean squared error, between true parameter and estimated parameter, than the
MMD estimator, for any value of λ, see [10]. The difficulty of calculating dissim-
ilarity metrics for empirical distributions in RKHS is to compute integrals, these
integrals are usually difficult to solve analytically. In this paper, we use Gaussian
kernels for estimating these probability density functions.

We compare ABC based in our metric in RKHS with the ABC and K2ABC
proposed by [12]. We also show how to use these methods in combination with
sequential Monte Carlo methods.

Experimental results obtained include the application of the different meth-
ods described above over a synthetic dataset and a real dataset. The synthetic
data was created from an uniform mixture model. We demonstrate that our
method is a robust estimator of the parameter vector in terms of the number of
observations. The real data corresponds to the change of adult blowfly popula-
tion during a period of time, as explained by [18].

2 Approximate Bayesian Computation Based on Kernel
Embeddings

In this section, we briefly expose the different ABC methods. We then define the
metrics based on kernel embeddings employed with the ABC methods, including
the MMD metric and the metric that we propose in this paper.
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2.1 Short Summary on ABC Methods

Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) are likelihood-free Monte Carlo
methods. In practical Bayesian models, exact inference may be intractable due to
different reasons: the likelihood function is expensive or intractable; or the nor-
malization constant in Bayesian modelling is also intractable. ABC methods can
be employed to infer posterior distributions without having to evaluate likelihood
functions [16,17]. These likelihood-free algorithms simulate data using different
parameters drawn from prior distribution and compare summary statistics of the
simulated data (s (D′)) whit summary statistics of the observed data (s (D)). For
this comparison it is necessary to define a tolerance threshold that determines the
accuracy of the algorithm, and a distance measure ρ (s (D) , s (D′)), for example
Euclidean distance, etc. If ρ (s (D) , s (D′)) ≤ ε, we then accept the parameters
θ drew from p (θ), otherwise, it is rejected.

According to [17], there are different open questions around the ABC algo-
rithm including how to choose the measure function ρ; what should be the value
of ε?; how to select the summary statistics s? ρ and ε are experimental and
implementation issues. With respect to s, it is difficult to define a methodology
for choosing or constructing the summary statistics [12].

2.2 Metrics between Probability Measures by Using Kernels

The embedding of distributions in a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS)
is a methodology that allows us to compute distances between distributions by
using kernel functions [1]. According to [15], a metric γ2

k(P,Q) over the proba-
bility measures P and Q can be defined through a characteristic kernel1 k(x, x′)
as,

γ2
k (P,Q) =

∥
∥
∥
∥

∫

M

k (·, x) dP (x) −
∫

M

k (·, y) dQ (y)
∥
∥
∥
∥

2

H
.

In this study, we use a Gaussian kernel as the characteristic kernel. More
examples of characteristic kernels can be found in [15].

If the distributions P (x), and Q(y) admit a density, then we have dP (x) =
p(x)dx, and dQ(y) = q(y)dy, and an alternative expression for γ2

k (P,Q) can be
written as

(1)
γ2

k (P,Q) =
∫

M

∫

M

k (x, z) p (x) p (z) dxdz +
∫

M

∫

M

k (z, y) q (z) q (y) dzdy

− 2
∫

M

∫

M

k(x, y)p(x)q(y)dxdy.

1 A characteristic kernel is a reproducing kernel for which γk(P, Q) = 0 ⇐⇒ P = Q,
P, Q ∈ P, where P denotes the set of all Borel probability measures on a topological
space (M, A).
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2.3 Kernel Embeddings as Summary Statistics for ABC

Let us assume that we have two random samples X = {xi}Nx
i=1, and Y = {yj}Ny

j=1.
In ABC, one of those samples would correspond to the real data (D), whereas
the other sample would correspond to simulated data (D′) from the model we
wish to estimate. As mentioned before, we need a way to define if accepting the
simulated data. A key idea introduced by [12] was to assume that the random
samples X, and Y are drawn from probability measures P , and Q, respectively,
and instead of comparing the distance between samples X, and Y , they propose
to compare the distance between the probability measures P and Q.

The authors in [12] assume empirical distributions for P , and Q, this is
p(x) = 1

Nx

∑Nx

i=1 δ(x−xi), and q(y) = 1
Ny

∑Ny

j=1 δ(y−yj). With these expressions
for p(x), and q(y), the distance γ2

k(P,Q) is given by

γ2
k (P,Q) =

1
N2

x

Nx∑

i,j=1

k (xi, xj) +
1

N2
y

Ny∑

i,j=1

k (yi, yj) − 2
NxNy

Nx,Ny∑

i,j=1

k (xi, yj) .

(2)

We refer to this distance as γ2
k(P,Q)MMD, since it is rooted in the Maximum Mean

Discrepancy (MMD) concept developed in [6,7]. After obtaining γ2
k(P,Q)MMD,

Park et al. in [12] apply a second kernel that operates on probability measures,
as follows

kε (PD, QD′) = exp
(

−γ2
k(PD, QD′)MMD

ε

)

, (3)

where ε is a positive parameter for the second kernel. PD is the distribution
associated to D, and QD′ is the distribution associated to D′. In [12], the authors
use an unbiased estimate for γ2

k(P,Q)MMD in which the factors 1/N2
x , and 1/N2

y

are replaced for 1/(Nx(Nx − 1)), and 1/(Ny(Ny − 1)), respectively. Also, the
innermost sum in each of the first two terms does not take into account the
terms for which i = j.

Instead of assuming a discrete distribution for p(x), and q(y), in this paper
we propose to use a smooth estimate for both densities based on the Parzen-
window density estimator. We assume that the densities p(x), and q(x) can be
estimated using

p̂ (x) =
1

Nx

Nx∑

m=1

1
(

2πh2
p

)D/2
exp

(

−‖x − xm‖2
2h2

p

)

,

q̂ (y) =
1

Ny

Ny∑

n=1

1
(

2πh2
q

)D/2
exp

(

−‖y − yn‖2
2h2

q

)

,

where hp and hq are the kernel bandwidths, and D is the dimensionality of the
input space. If we use a Gaussian kernel with parameter Σ for k(x, x′), and the
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estimators p̂ (x), and q̂ (y), a new distance between the distributions P and Q is
easily obtained from expression (2) as follows

γ2
k (P,Q) =

1
N2

x

Nx∑

i,j=1

k̂ (xi, xj ; 2Σp) +
1

N2
y

Ny∑

i,j=1

k̂ (yi, yj ; 2Σq) (4)

− 2
NxNy

Nx,Ny∑

i,j=1

k̂ (xi, yj ; Σp + Σq) ,

where

k̂ (x, x′;S) =
|Σ|1/2

|Σ + S|1/2
exp

(

− (x − x′)� (Σ + S)−1 (x − x′)
2

)

.

In expression (4), Σp = h2
pI and Σq = h2

qI. We refer to the metric in (4) as
γ2

k(P,Q)Parzen.
As a distance measure γ2

k(PD, QD′) we can use γ2
k(PD, QD′)MMD or

γ2
k(PD, QD′)Parzen. The algorithm proposed by [12] that employs kernel embed-

dings of probability measures in ABC using MMD is shown in Algorithm 1. If
we use the metric γ2

k(PD, QD′)MMD on line 6 for the algorithm, we refer to the
method as K2ABC. If we use the metric γ2

k(PD, QD′)Parzen instead, we refer to
the method as PABC.

Algorithm 1. ABC based on Kernel Embeddings
1: Input: Observed data D, prior distribution, threshold ε.
2: Output: Empirical posterior

∑Ns
i=1 w̃iδθi .

3: for i = 1, . . . , Ns do
4: Draw θi from p (θ)
5: Simulate D′ using p ( ·| θi)

6: Compute w̃i = exp
(
− γ2

k(PD,QD′ )
ε

)

7: end for
8: Normalize w̃i

According to [15], the estimators γ2
k(PD, QD′)MMD and γ2

k(PD, QD′)Parzen of
γ2

k(PD, QD′) have some properties, such as: both estimators are consistent. The
former is considered an asymptotic unbiased estimator; on the other hand, the
latter is a biased estimator of the distance γ2

k(P,Q), however if Σp = Σq, we
can obtain γ2

k(PD, QD′)Parzen = λγ2
k(PD, QD′)MMD, where λ2 = |Σ| /|Σ + 2Σp|. If

Σp = Σq = 0, γ2
k(PD, QD′)MMD is a particular case of γ2

k(PD, QD′)Parzen.

2.4 Extension to ABC SMC

The disadvantages of ABC, such as: the selection of ε , the choice of summary
statistics or accepted samples with low probability, it can be avoided using an
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ABC algorithm based on sequential Monte Carlo methods (ABC SMC) pro-
posed by [14]. The goal of ABC SMC is to obtain an approximation of true
posterior using a series of sequential steps, expressed by p (θ| ρ (D,D′) ≤ εt), for
i = 1, · · · , T , where εt is a threshold that decreases in each step (ε1, >, . . . , εt, >
, . . . , > εT ), thus it refine the approximation towards the target distribution.

ABC SMC has a first stage based on ABC rejection. We can replace this stage
with K2ABC or PABC, leading to what we call in the paper as the K2ABC SMC,
and PABC SMC methods. Details of the ABC SMC method can be found in
[16].

3 Experimental Setup

We first describe the synthetic dataset and the real dataset used for our exper-
iments. Finally, we explain the procedure for applying the ABC methods over
synthetic and real datasets.

3.1 Datasets

We follow the experiments described in [12]. Synthetic data is created from an
uniform mixture model. The real dataset correspond to a time series of an adult
blowfly population [18].

Toy Problem. The synthetic dataset was generated by an uniform mixture
model, p (D| θ) =

∑K
k=1 πkU (k, k − 1), where D are the observed data; πk are

the mixing coefficients; and K is the number of components. The model param-
eters θ correspond to the mixing coefficients π = [0.25, 0.04, 0.33, 0.04, 0.34]�.
The prior distribution for θ is a symmetric Dirichlet distribution.

Noisy nonlinear ecological dynamic system For the real dataset example,
we would like to infer the parameters of a non-linear ecological dynamic system
[9] represented through Nt+1 = PNt−τ exp

(

−Nt−τ

N0

)

et + Nt exp (δεt), where Nt

is the adult population at time t, and P , N0, δ and τ are parameters. Variables et

and εt are employed to represent noise, and they are assumed to follow Gamma
distributions et ∼ G (

1/σ2
p, 1/σ2

p

)

, and εt ∼ G (

1/σ2
d, 1/σ2

d

)

. The parameter vector
we want to infer is given by θ = [P,N0, δ, τ, σp, σd]

�. The observed data that we
use in the experiments correspond to a time series of the adult population of sheep
blowfly, with 180 observations. The data was provided by the authors of [18].

3.2 Validation

We perform a comparison between ABC, K2ABC, PABC, SMCABC, K2ABC
SMC, and PABC SMC. The comparison is made in terms of the root-mean-
squared error (RMSE) between the true parameters (when known) and the esti-
mated parameters by the different methods. For the real dataset, we compute
the cross-correlation coefficient (ρ) between the real time series and the time
series generated by the different simulation methods.
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3.3 Procedure

For the toy problem, the observed data D is sample once from the mixture of
uniform densities with the mixture coefficients θ described above. The observed
data contains 400 observations. To generate the simulated data D′, we sample
from the Dirichlet prior, and with that sample, we then generate 400 observations
from the mixture model. We then apply the ABC, K2ABC, PABC, ABC SMC,
K2ABC SMC and PABC SMC to the observed data, and the simulated data, and
compute the RMSE over the true and estimated parameters. For all the ABC
methods, the procedure for generating simulated data is repeated 1000 times.
For ABC, we use ε = 0.002, and compute the mean and standard deviation as
summary statistics. For K2ABC and PABC, we use ε = 0.001, this value was
chosen as mentioned in [12]. For ABC SMC, K2ABC SMC and PABC SMC,
we employ {εt}T

t=1 = (0.5, 0.01, 0.005, 0.001, 0.0005). For the ABC SMC type of
algorithms, we need to specify what is known as a perturbation kernel. For this,
we use a spherical multivariate Gaussian distribution, with parameter 0.0001.

For the noisy nonlinear ecological dynamic system, we apply all the ABC
methods and calculate the cross-correlation coefficient between the observed data
(D), and the simulated data (D′), using each method. We adopt similar priors
to the ones used by [9]: log P ∼ N (3, 0.2), log δ ∼ N (−1.5, 0.1), log N0 ∼
N (6, 0.2), log σd ∼ N (−0.1, 0.01), log σp ∼ N (0.1, 0.01) and τ ∼ P (6).

For ABC, we use ε = 0.35, and compute 8 summary statistics used in
[9]: 4 statistics using the log of the mean of all 25% quantiles of

{
Nt

1000

}180

t=1
,

4 statistics employing the mean of 25% quantiles of the first-order differences of
{

Nt

1000

}180

t=1
, and we also compute the maximum and minimum value of

{
Nt

1000

}180

t=1
.

For K2ABC and PABC, we use ε = 0.12. For ABC SMC, K2ABC SMC and
PABC SMC, we employ {εt}T

t=1 = (2, 1, 0.5, 0.35, 0.25, 0.2, 0.15); we also specify
what is known as a perturbation kernel. For this, we use a spherical multivariate
Gaussian distribution, with parameter 0.0001.

For K2ABC and PABC, in both experiments, we use a kernel bandwidth
optimization approach based on minimizing the mean integrated square error
(MISE) between the observed data and simulated data, to define the values
of Σ, hx and hy. For more details about this kernel bandwidth optimization
approach, see [13]. We also use a sampling-importance-resampling approach to
obtain a empirical posterior distribution of parameters.

4 Results and Discussion

The ABC, K2ABC, PABC, ABC SMC, K2ABC SMC, PABC SMC were evalu-
ated and compared over the synthetic data set and the real data set described
in section 3.

4.1 Results from Synthetic Data

All ABC methods were applied over vectors of 400 observations obtained from
the uniform mixture model described in section 3. Fig. 1 shows a comparison
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Fig. 1. Estimated posterior mean of model parameters for the uniform mixture model,
using all ABC methods. The integer number in the x axis represents the subindex i in
the parameter θi.

among the evaluated methods. The figure presents the estimated E [θ| D′] for
each method.

For K2ABC, PABC, K2ABC SMC and PABC SMC the estimated parameters
are close to the true posterior mean of the parameters (see section 3 for the true
parameters). ABC and ABC SMC do not correctly estimate to θ3 and θ5. To
observe the quality of the prediction using each method, we varied the number of
observations and compute the RMSE between the true parameter vector and the
estimated posterior mean of the parameter vector. We increase the observations
from 40 to 400, in steps of 5 observations. For each step, we ran all methods and
computed the RMSE. Fig. 2 presents the RMSE when the number of observations
is increased.

Comparing Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show that the RMSE obtained by PABC is
the most steady and present the lowest variability, indicating a robust estimator
of the parameter vector in terms of the number of observations. The mean and
one standard deviations for the RMSE for PABC was 0.0696 ± 0.0006. The
PABC SMC also present a low variability for this metric, the RMSE value was
0.0716 ± 0.0022. RMSE obtained by ABC was 0.0879 ± 0.0050, for K2ABC was
0.0733 ± 0.0031, for ABCSMC was 0.0755 ± 0.0032 and for K2ABCSMC was
0.0747 ± 0.0041. For ABC, K2ABC, ABC SMC and K2ABC SMC, notice how
the RMSE decreases when the number of observations increases.
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Fig. 2. Root-mean-square error for different number of observations. We start to
increase the observations from 40 to 400, in steps of 5 observations. In Fig. 2(a), the
circles represent the RMSE obtained by ABC, the diamonds are the RMSE for K2ABC
and the triangles are the RMSE values using PABC. In Fig. 2(b), the circles represent
the RMSE obtained by ABC SMC, the diamonds are the RMSE for K2ABC SMC and
the triangles are the RMSE values using PABC SMC.

4.2 Results from Nonlinear Ecological Dynamic System

In Fig. 3, we present the posterior distribution for the parameters, obtained for
the different methods when applied to the blowfly dataset of section 3. Figs. 3(a),
3(b), 3(c), 3(d), 3(e) and 3(f) illustrate the posterior of P , δ, N0, σd. σp and τ ,
respectively. In these figures, the black dashed line corresponds to the posterior of
the each parameter using K2ABC, the blue dashed line is the posterior obtained
by PABC, the red dashed line is the posterior employing ABC, the posterior
obtained by K2ABC SMC is the cyan dashed line, the magenta dashed line
is the posterior using PABC SMC and the green dashed line is the posterior
obtained by ABC SMC. The posterior distributions obtained by using all ABC
methods for δ, σd. σp and N0 are similar. For P and τ , the posterior obtained by
K2ABC SMC, PABC SMC and ABC SMC are not similar with respect to the
posterior using K2ABC, PABC and ABC; it is due to the parameter values, since
this nonlinear model has a specific dynamical range from stable equilibrium to
chaos.

To quantify the performance of all methods over the estimated parameters,
we compare the time series obtained using the posterior means of the parameter
and the observed data. For this comparison, we use a cross-correlation coeffi-
cient (ρ) between simulated data D′ and observed data D. The cross-correlation
coefficient measures the similarity between two signals. We drew 100 subsets of
parameters, we then apply all ABC methods, obtaining 100 estimated posterior
mean for the parameters, with these estimated parameters we obtained 100 time
series for these sets of signals, we compute ρ, we then sort ρ in descending order
and choose the 50 first values, for all methods. Fig. 4 contains a box plot for the
cross-correlation coefficient (ρ) using the different methods.
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Fig. 3. Posterior distribution for parameters of the nonlinear ecological dynamic system
using ABC, K2ABC, PABC, ABC SMC, K2ABC SMC and PABC SMC.
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Fig. 4. Boxplots of the 25th and 75th percentiles of the cross-correlation coefficient,
using all ABC methods. We drew 100 subsets of parameters, we then apply all ABC
methods, obtaining 100 estimated posterior mean for the parameters, with these esti-
mated parameters we obtained 100 time series for these sets of signals, we compute ρ,
we then sort ρ in descending order and choose the 50 first values, for all methods.
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From Fig. 4, notice that PABC presents the highest median for ρ, with a
value of 0.6501. We also observe that PABC SMC obtained a median of 0.6360
for ρ. K2AB CSMC presents a median of 0.6277, and for ABC SMC the obtained
median for ρ was 0.6220. Finally, K2ABC and ABC obtained a median of 0.6138.

5 Conclusions

We introduced a new metric for comparing two data distributions in a RKHS,
using smoother density estimators to compare empirical data distributions, and
then highlight the accepted samples by employing ABC methods. We demon-
strated that our method is a robust estimator of the parameter vector in terms
of the number of observations. Finally, we showed for a real application that
our method obtained the best similarity with respect to the observed data, in an
application involving time-series. As future work, it would be possible to propose
a new dissimilarity distance using RKHS for different applications like electrical
networks analysis.
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